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Teresa Click, Anthropology and Journalism:  The Trial of Scott Roeder and the Dynamics of 
On-line News Events 

 The US Evangelical movement’s lucrative use of media and the court system since the 
1980’s to litigate morality issues such prayer in the public schools and abortion  has gained 
global attention with the state of Kansas at the epicenter of this awareness.  This paper examines 
the American Evangelical movement, ideology of American secularism and the experience of 
internet news events, including the use of on-line web logs in conjunction with news articles.  
The internet news event at hand is the trial of Scott Roeder, who walked into Reformation 
Lutheran Church in Wichita, Kansas on Pentecost Sunday in 2009 and killed Dr. George Tiller, a 
figure around whom much of the religious abortion debate has been centered.  This paper 
employs holistic anthropological approaches to the production of news and its audiences as 
receivers and producers of information and knowledge.  The case of Kansas vs. Roeder combines 
cultural elements of religion, politics and concepts of humanness central in the US Evangelical 
movement and court system.  It provides an opportunity to study the influence of this event on 
the varying religious and national identities of the community, taking a look at the ways in which 
internet news events construct individual and community identities. 

 

 Sarah Kidder, The Paint Creek Site, McPherson County, Kansas 

 The Paint Creek Site, in central Kansas, is a protohistoric Wichita site with a vast array of 
stone, bone, shell, pottery, and European artifacts that have not been fully analyzed. Since the 
initial excavations done by Udden in the 1880s, much of the site has been left to relic hunters. 
Wedel (1959) classified this site into the Great Bend Aspect and Little River Focus based on his 
brief analysis done in the 1930s of the ceramics and the unique location of the site. In this paper, 
I will provide a brief background of the site and display a few examples of the material remains 
that I will be further analyzing in the coming months. The ultimate goal of this research will be 
to perform a complete analysis of the recently acquired collections and develop a database of the 
collections. This database will be a useful tool for cross comparisons with other materials and 
sites, and provide a deeper knowledge of the peoples that lived in the Great Bend Aspect and 
Little River Focus sites between the fifteenth and the eighteenth century.  

 

Lindsey Charles, An Assessment of Morphological Variation in Sexually Dimorphic Traits of 
the Adult Human Skull. 

 Sex determination by means of visual assessment of the human skull is important because 
it can aid in the reconstruction of the population structures and behavior of past populations. 
Whereas alternative methods for observing and recording sexual dimorphism qualitatively. 
visual assessment of the skull is more common because skulls are better preserved in the 
archaeological context and because the method is relatively fast and easy. One alternative 
method attempted to weight qualitative cranial traits based on how reliable they are in sex 
estimation.  The present study uses a similar method to determine whether or not using weights 
significantly influences the number of individuals correctly classified for sex. To address this 
method further, a total of 400 adult human crania and mandibles were analyzed from the 
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Hamann-Todd Collection at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History in Cleveland, Ohio The 
present study first determined what traits are significantly sexually dimorphic; namely, the 
mastoid process, glabella, superior orbital margin, temporal lines, mandible, and gonial eversion.  
Traits that did not show a significant degree of morphological variation between the sexes were 
the nuchal line and external occipital protuberance.  It was also determined that weighting traits 
does not significantly influence the number of individuals that are correctly classified.  There 
was not a significant difference between the right and left mastoid length measurements, nor was 
there a statistical significance between the overall sex score received when considering the right 
or left mastoid process and superior orbital margin.  Certain traits did appear to show different 
degrees of sexual dimorphism when looking at group affiliation, but the statistical significance 
behind this variation will be explored at a later date.  

 

 Ivy Davis, The HIV-Resistance Gene and the Bubonic Plague: Does a Connection Exist? 

  Substantiation of the published hypothesis that the HIV-Resistance Gene, involving a 
mutation of the gene for the CCR5 protein, arose as a result of pressures from the Bubonic 
Plague in 14th Century Europe can be attained by incorporating sociocultural aspects in the 
historical study of the gene and disease epidemics. A review of the AIDS epidemic, its history 
and its cause—HIV—is necessary to understand the CCR5-Δ32 gene mutation and its effects on 
immunology. The theories surrounding the appearance of the gene are compared with a review 
of other diseases that have also been postulated as spurring the CCR5-Δ32 mutation. No 
reference to cultural or environmental factors is observed in the literature. Based on the 
biocultural study and subsequent model that has been used to understand malaria in Africa, a 
study comparing the biological data that has been collected along with historical data of the 
medical, settlement and mating practices in cultures across Europe is suggested. The 
employment of such a model to explain the existence and appearance of the HIV-resistance gene 
would be useful in the treatment of HIV, AIDS and other diseases, the prediction of HIV-
resistant individuals, and the understanding of the effect of epidemics on human evolution. 

 

 Sean Murray, Anti-Social Personality Disorder: Worldview of Exploitation and Power 

 Personality and culture have long been studied in anthropology.  There are, however, 
people with “personality disorders”.  Personality disordered people possess a unique, and often 
dysfunctional, worldview. Worldview is a people’s fundamental assumptions about the world: 
how people think, feel and understand the world around them including their place in it and their 
relationships to others.  People are social beings.   American prisons and jails are full of people 
with what mental health professionals refer to as ‘anti-social’. What, then, about those people 
who are labeled ‘anti-social’ in American society?  What is anti-social personality disorder in the 
context of American culture if it is to be defined as a mental illness?  An ‘anti-social’ worldview 
will be discussed.  Drawing on the work of Clay and Carole Robarchek, the ‘anti-social’ 
worldview and the worldview of the Waorani of Ecuador will also be compared specifically in 
terms of power and control over others and the environment at large. 
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Karie Ann Railing, The Effects of Basic Climate Control on Skeletal Remains: A Study Using 
Dual-Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry 

 Double energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) is a machine that accurately estimates the 
bone mineral density found in skeletal material. Usage of this machine for modern day purposes 
includes testing for osteopenia and osteoporosis in elderly and arthritic people. We can use this 
technique for the same purpose only testing it on skeletal remains found in other archaeological 
areas rather than living individuals. To test this theory I have conducted an experiment on freshly 
slaughtered cow legs. I first found the correct tissue substitute needed to run the DEXA machine, 
and ran baseline scans. I then treated the bones in different temperature settings and rescanned 
the bones to find any irregularities. I then compare and contrast the different scans to see if in a 
different setting the bone mass density changes. Results will show us how to treat bones from a 
certain population to where we can accurately study the effects of osteopenia and osteoporosis in 
a given culture. 

 

 James Simmerman, Malaria in sub-Saharan Africa 

 The global distribution of wealth has created echelons of socioeconomic stability with 
regard to healthcare availability. High- and middle-income countries enjoy greater access to 
healthcare technology while low-income countries, plagued by aspects of modernization and 
politics, lack the buffers that lessen mortality from common disease. Diseases easily cured and 
treated in developed countries continue to be pervasive in low-income countries. Malaria, a 
plasmodium parasite, is responsible for 1 million deaths annually in sub-Saharan Africa, with an 
infection rate of 10% annually. Eradicated in the developed world, malaria can be controlled and 
prevented inexpensively. However, due to poverty, political unrest, and demographic changes, 
malaria has persisted. Increased urbanization, agricultural irrigation, and migration exacerbate 
circumstances conducive to spreading the disease while prevention efforts encounter cultural 
resistance, economic barriers, and political corruption. Thus, the malaria situation in many 
malaria-endemic countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, remains unaddressed while 
multiple factors work to worsen the burden. This examination of malaria highlights the emphasis 
of economics as a key feature in the control and treatment of malaria and presents the cultural 
and behavioral impacts of globalization, urbanization, agricultural practices, and traditional 
behaviors and practices and how they can influence (or even thwart) efforts to improve the 
malaria situation in the region. This problem illustrates the power of the environment over 
human culture and our never-ending quest to overcome or dominate it. 

  

Jennifer Ledford, Cultural Reconstruction from the Dentition of an Eastern European Skeletal 
Sample 

 Conducting research on the dental wear patterns of a past population can provide insight 
into pertinent cultural information about that particular society that otherwise might be 
historically lost. This project is designed to ascertain to what degree wear patterns provide 
insight into sexual dimorphism and age differences among diet and health of an historical 
archaeological population. Data for this particular study was collected over a four week period in 
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Drawsko, Poland during mortuary archaeological excavations conducted on a cemetery dating 
from 1660 to 1810. The data was collected on the dentition of twenty-six adults and thirty-five 
juveniles from both the 2008 and 2009 field schools held there. Research questions have been 
formatted in order to discover whether there are prominent differences of dental wear patterns 
present between age and sex categories, and the different burial locations throughout the 
cemetery.  
 
  
William Silcott,  ‘A Frog in a Well’: Questioning the Originality and Context of Evangelism in 
Korea. 

 Until now, both the historical and contemporary construction of concepts of 
Westernization versus Traditionalism in Korean religion has lacked a clear theoretical 
framework surrounding the dialog. I suggest that the Evangelical nature of Christianity in Korea, 
as well as the tension and conflicts that have developed between this and other religions, are a 
continuation of traditional dynamics created to allow for negotiations of identity and aims. By 
examining the ways in which religions and power structures have interacted in the past, a clear 
link can be made that informs and contextualizes the contemporary religious scene in Korea. To 
gain a better grasp of ongoing dialogs, scholars of religion must establish a more thorough 
separation between Westernization, modernization, and religion from a singular whole and an 
understanding of these within specified contexts. With this framework as a base, we can gleam 
deeper understandings from the growing religious tensions, viewing them beyond religious 
intolerance and, rather, as a very real debate on distinct spheres. 

 

Breanne Lasorso, A Study in Taphonomy: A Qualitative Analysis of Rodent Gnawmarks on 
Animal Long Bone 

 In the field of Physical Anthropology there has been very little study of the specific role 
of rodent gnawing in the process of Taphonomy.  A study of this particular subject could prove 
valuable not only to physical anthropologists but to archeologists as well.  This study has been 
created for three purposes.  The primary role of the study is to create a repeatable method by 
which skeletal elements may be exposed to rodent gnawing while minimizing the effects of other 
animal influences.  It is essential that the study be repeatable in order to gain further specific 
information on the subject.  The second purpose of the experiment is to create a standardized 
scale by which rodent gnaw marks may be evaluated.  This would allow rodent gnawing damage 
to be described in a more universally understandable fashion. The third role of this experiment 
was to determine if there was any pattern to the observed rodent gnawing on 14 White-tailed 
Deer long bones.  The skeletal elements were exposed for two months in the Fall of 2009 at the 
WSUBAL using the method created.  They were then removed, photographed, cleaned, and then 
evaluated using the standardized scale.  The skeletal elements were then examined for specific 
common gnawing trends which were documented and photographed.  This study supports the 
new method, introduces a standardized scale by which rodent gnawing may be evaluated, 
discovers some evidence to support the possibility of rodent gnaw patterns on long bones, and 
provides evidence that further research on a larger scale should be done to determine exact 
rodent gnaw patterns over particular periods of skeletal  exposure. 
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Mike Sirico, Scraper Morphology:  An Analysis of Two Multicomponent Sites 

 This presentation is based on archaeological material which will become the core of a 
Masters project proposal. The project is intended as a descriptive analysis of stone scrapers from 
the Stauffer collection, W.S.U.. Two multicomponent sites are represented here, 14LY402 and 
14LY424, both located within Lyon Co., Kansas. The cultural sequence for each site ranges from 
the Archaic into the Historic period. After an introductory description of the sites, their locales, 
and cultural affiliations, a brief overview will be given of scrapers as a tool category and 
previous scraper studies. This will be followed by an explanation of the major goal of this 
project, which involves the determination of scraper types according to morphology. A 
secondary goal, the macroscopic examination of use-wear patterns associated with scraper types, 
will also be covered. Some initial results from the analysis, as well as possible implications for 
regional archaeology in general, will be provided to round out the discussion.   

 

Julie K. Wasinger , A Look at the Biological and Cultural Aspects through Examination of the 
Historical, Contemporary and Future Perspective 

 Eugenics has posed both a biological and a cultural problem for society since Francis 
Galton first utilized the word in 1883. Biologically, eugenics provides the avenue of justification 
to deny the act of reproduction for those deemed unfit. Culturally, the victims of eugenics were 
likely to be those lowest on the ladder of social hierarchy. Concerns have always plagued the 
field, with the main one for science being how to determine who is fit and who is not. The fear 
culturally is the justification for eugenics and its effects on society. 
 To define these questions and answers we must understand what the term means to both 
science and society. Science defines eugenics as the act of artificial selection in both quantitative 
and qualitative improvement of human offspring. Historically, humanity used it to promote 
increased birth rates among the elite, while discouraging the growing numbers of the lower 
classes. Hitler adopted eugenics in an extreme manner during his reign by using the mask of 
eugenics to sterilize hundreds of thousands of people and put to death many more, to promote 
breeding between those most fit.  
 Through research of available literature, it was found that eugenics was widely accepted 
until the mid 1940’s when it fell out of favor. The subject has again moved to the forefront of 
world news under the umbrella of such terms as cloning and germline engineering. The current 
outlook on eugenics suggests that further research is needed to determine whether it is justified 
or not. The long-term affects of biological and cultural changes due to eugenics should be 
foremost in any upcoming research. 

 

 Emily Jones, Mortuary Practices 

 There are many different kinds of mortuary practices and by looking into these one can 
get a glimpse into the past. In specific relation to mortuary practices there is mummification. 
There are unintentional and (possibly) intentional practices of mummification that reveal 
information about a given culture at a specific time in the past. With the analyses of different 
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books about mummification: embalming (Egyptians, Chinchorro, Chachapoya and Guanche), ice 
(Otzi the Iceman and Juanita), and desert and caves (Takla Makan, Lemon Grove Mummies and 
Cherilaya). After looking at the analyses of all the data, it is easy to see how studying these well 
preserved corpses can provide one with a vision into the past. One can see what kinds of jewelry 
and clothing that they wore, what kinds of hairstyles were popular, as well as the weapons and 
tools they used. In other cases one can study rituals and religious beliefs that a certain culture 
practiced.  Many cultures have used mummification intentionally to preserve the bodies, while 
other mummies have been products of the environment. Nevertheless, these mummified bodies 
are windows into the past that are usually lost by the passage of time. Many different fields of 
study have used these mortuary practices as way of painting a picture of the past so the world can 
have a better understanding of antiquity. 

 

Juan Argueta, Rachael Sebastian, Does It Belong There?  A Cognitive Approach on a 
Taxonomical Debate 

 This is a starting point to examine the debate between the single-species and multiple-
species hypothesis from a cognitive standpoint. This debate exists due to the limiting factors 
such as lack of number of specimens/complete craniums, and no access to DNA samples. 
Although largely overlooked, the role of cognitive frameworks should be accounted for in this 
debate; as it impacts results.  
 We interdigitate data from several studies that examine the taxonomy of certain members 
of the sub-tribe Hominina with a cognitive analysis by using some principles derived from 
various cognitive studies. These principles identify the continuum (fossil record), the sensory 
perception (observations of specimens), cognitive framework (methods of analysis) and our 
categorical perceptions (classifications/taxonomies) to explain why the studies are inconclusive. 
 We do not invalidate this debate, but instead introduce a new factor amongst many into 
this taxonomic deliberation and bring forth the affect our minds can have on our seemingly 
objective studies.  
 In short, empirical science is subject to interpretation, which depends upon the cognitive 
framework at play.  The results of studies are determined by the initial ground rules, such as the 
definition of species, what landmarks and features are biologically meaningful and how much 
variation is statistically significant.  These elements determine how we segment the natural 
continuums that stimulate our sensory receptors.  These segmentations lead to our arbitrarily 
created perceptual categories which determine how we classify and divide up the fossil record. 
 
 
Derek Norrick, Human Implications of a Behavioral Study on the Interaction of the Chytrid 
Fungus, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, and nitrate toxicity on Xenopus laevis. 
 
 Ecological anthropology seeks to observe human-environmental relationships and how a 
population exerts pressures on the local environment, which then exerts influence over the 
population.  Since the world’s population continues to increase dramatically, man’s impact on 
the environment is a growing concern.  Anthropogenic factors have resulted in a perfect storm 
from agricultural pollution, trade in animal research, and warming climate, have aggravated the 
delicate balance of disease spread on the world’s amphibians.  Research in nitrate pollution is 
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well documented in amphibians and has been strongly correlated to endocrine disruption in both 
amphibians and humans. However, an interaction between an emerging amphibian chytrid 
pathogen, Batrochochytrium dendrobatidis, has not been well documented.  This chytrid fungus 
has been suggested to have spread through pregnancy testing in women beginning in the 1930s 
through the 1970s and has spawned an expansive industry in Xenopus laevis, or African Clawed 
Frog, in the medical and biological research to present.  Xenopus laevis has been found to harbor 
the Bd pathogen as far back as the 1930s in museum specimens.  With the global increase in 
temperature, the chytrid fungus is now able to invade regions previously too cold for 
colonization.  In this study, we use Xenopus laevis, the suggested vector of Batrochochytrium 
dendrobatidis, to test our hypothesis: we propose the added stress of agricultural nitrate use in 
developed countries has a detrimental effect on amphibians which decreases overall tolerance 
and immune response to Bd.  Understanding this impact on nitrate and Bd on Xenopus is a look 
into the future impacts on human populations.   

 

Meghan Voisin, The Role of Nutrition in Human Adaptation 

 Nutrition plays a crucial role in the environmental stresses present and inflicted on human 
populations.  In order for these populations to maintain their fitness in a particular environment, 
selection pressures for the adaptation to this environment via the adoption of advantageous traits 
and genotypes must be achieved.  This paper explores several aspects of the development of 
biological adaptations, as well as the behavioural and social mechanisms inherent within these 
adaptations, including a general history of nutritional adaptation, adaptations to various factors of 
malnutrition and nutrient deficiencies.  The hypotheses and advantages surrounding the 
emergence of lactose tolerance within the adult human will be discussed, as well as the role of 
nutrition in the geographic-specific environmental stresses of hypoxia, thermal stress and 
disease.  The debate of finite terminology associated with adaptation versus accommodation will 
also be explored and critically examined.  It is argued here that nutrition plays a vital role in the 
selection for advantageous genotypes which not only enable a human population to survive, but 
also to maintain fitness.                                

 

Jack Dettenwanger, The Biocultural Impact of Maize Agriculture in Africa.  

 The story of maize in Africa is a complex tale of migration, human activity, biological 
adaptation, and unanticipated consequences.  From its earliest introduction, maize has changed 
the face of African populations, altered subsistence patterns and diets, affected structures of 
political power and economy, been used as a tool of both oppression and liberation, and 
influenced the spread of disease. As one of the world's dominant food crops, maize is the subject 
of countless studies. However, the biocultural impact of maize agriculture in Africa has, until 
recently, received little attention. This paper will attempt to illustrate some of the many 
biological, environmental, and cultural effects maize agriculture has had upon Africa. To achieve 
this, four African countries (Ghana, Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Ethiopia) will come under the 
purview of this paper. These cases show the adaptive changes wrought by the increasing 
utilization of maize in its new African environment. 
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 Jonathan Burrow-Branine, The Reinterpretation of American Kinship within the Gay 
Community 

 This paper will look at the different ways in which kinship is conceptualized within the 
context of the modern gay community in American society.  Material presented here will show 
that the concept of family—whether straight or gay—is a very fluid term, although it is fluid 
within the constraints of the culture being discussed.  Furthermore, though categories such as kin 
and fictive kinship are good analytical categories to begin with, they are deconstructed in the 
context of everyday life.  Therefore, focus will be on how studies of gay kinship have served as a 
critique of the traditional anthropological study of kinship in general and kinship in American 
culture in particular.  Moreover, this paper will discuss the political and social context of the 
trend of coupling and how this has changed formulations of gay kinship.  Finally, examples of 
how kinship and their symbols are reworked within the framework of the gay subculture will be 
offered.  

 

 Jessica Dunne, The Effects of Sand, Vinegar, and Salt on Skeletal Material and Soft Tissue 

 The Wichita State University Biological Anthropology Laboratory (WSUBAL) is a 
compact and excessively used space. It is utilized daily by both student and professor. It houses 
various skeletal collections and provides space for students to learn, experiment, and assist each 
other in academic endeavors.  Space can be a particularly difficult issue to overcome in the case 
of preparing osteological material for storage. Currently, boiling skeletal material to remove soft 
tissue appears to be the most effective way to prepare specimens for analysis and storage. Two 
other methods frequently used are flesh eating insects or the burying of specimens for a length of 
time. The WSU-BAL has the capability to use both boiling and burying methods, however in the 
case of some specimens these methods are not used. Another issue with the preparation and 
storage of osteological material is specimens that exhibit a greasy and/or sticky consistency over 
the surface of the remains. These individual issues with osteological preparation prompted 
several experiments beginning in the fall of 2007 to the spring of 2010. In this presentation, 
methods, preliminary results, and experimental error will be discussed. Unexpected results and 
suggestions for future research will also be presented. 

 

 Janaki Mead, Beyond Procreation: Sexual and Socio-sexual behaviors in primates 

 Sexuality in primates is commonly measured by researchers as the reproductive success 
of a species.  Primates utilize the full spectrum of sexual strategies to ensure a healthy population 
such as monogamy, polygamy and multi-male/multi-female family structures.  Yet there are 
many sexual behaviors that fall outside of mating strategies.  Masturbation and Socio-sexual play 
are often seen in very young individuals and are considered part of normal social development.  
Isosexual behaviors such as mounting are associated with greeting and hierarchical maintenance.  
Homosexual and facultative homosexual behaviors are common in many primate species.  These 
behaviors go beyond procreation and species survival.  They are an integral part of socialization 
in complex primate societies. 

  


